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Hello Fellow Preppers. Hank Dinkins here and today we have Spike Gudnerson in the Crosshairs 

for what hopes to be a lively and informative interview. Spike is an authority on survival 

techniques and is founder of the famed Spike Gunderston SurvivorIdiot School. 

Hank) Thank you for joining us Mr. Gunderson. In a nutshell how would you describe the world 

today? 

Spike) Well, it doesn’t take a rocket scientist to figure what is going on today. One only has to 

read the newspapers to realize that the TEOTWAWKI is upon us. 

Hank) For those non-survivalist can you please tell us what TEOTAWKI means? 

Spike) Of course, TEOTAWKI means The End Of The World As We Know It. 

Hank) Great. And so Spike if you weren’t here today with us what would Spike Gunderston be 

doing on a typical Tuesday to prepare for an end of the world event. 

Spike) Let’s see, on Tuesday’s I am generally taking inventory in my extensive wine cellar. 

Hank) Wine cellar. That sounds so Wall Street Yuppyish. I thought you’d say something like 

you’d be out eating tree worms, drinking filtered urine, scouting out potential bug out locations 

or prepping your bunker. 

Spike) Well Hank, I am an expert in survival and I have found that in a do-or-die situation or in 

an extreme catastrophe you can never have enough alcohol. For example, I estimate that in the 

event of a world wide disaster a nice bottle of red wine could be bartered for 2 or 3 good woman 

or if you really luck a sturdy shovel. That’s how valuable a bottle of Pinot Noir could be in a 

disaster. See we teach people to think outside of the box. What’s the use of having a year’s 

supply of Freeze Dried Chili Mac if you don’t have something nice to wash it down with? 

Hank) Good Point. Let’s look inside the 84 Minute Survival Kit and see what we have. I see you 

have included a handful of 2x3 resalable plastic bags. There must be some neat survival trick that 

these little bags provide? 

Spike) There really isn’t. We just had a bunch of the bags left over and rather than clog up some 

trash dump we threw them into the kit to get rid of them. 
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Hank) Very environmentally friendly. See I always tell our readers just because we believe the 

world is about to end doesn’t mean we can’t think about green technology and helping mother 

earth.  I think it is interesting that you have included an entertainment packet inside your survival 

kit as well. Can you tell us what you have included? 

Spike) Certainly. We have a puzzle box book for anyone who likes the challenge of cross word 

puzzles in a post nuclear holocaust world. We also include a couple of condoms just in case you 

have access to a woman or a goat. And of course, we always include a ball of colored yarn in 

every survival kit we sell. 

Hank) Any special survivor reasons for the ball of colored yarn? 

Spike) No. Other than the fact that ever since I was a small child I have liked colored yarn. Also 

it costs us about a penny for 78 pounds of the stuff. It is very cost efficient and takes up space in 

the Survivor Kit.  

Hank)  Fair enough. Next question. The Spike Gunderston 84 minute survival Kit has been 

selling like hot cakes. Is it your contention that if someone can survive for the first 84 minutes of 

an end-of-the-world-event than they are home free with the help of your Survival Kit? 

Spike) Absolutely not. It is our contention that our survival kit we will provide you with 84 

minutes of entertainment and then after that you will die. 

Hank) There you have it folks. Thanks to Spike Gunderson for that informative interview. I 

highly recommend that everyone go out and buy for yourself and a loved one at least one of 

Spike Gunderston’s 84 minute Survival Kit. They are available at any local Survivor or Ammo 

Store or can be bought on the internet at www.survivoridiot.com for $19.95 plus shipping. 

 Have a good day and remember Never Stop Prepping. 
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